INTRODUCTION

The patients undergoing operative procedures often require ongoing and continuous care in their post operative period, prompt and appropriate interpretation of post operative note and accompany order will in no doubt optimize their recovery and reduce complications that may arise from the procedure, this can only be achieved in a well clearly and accurately documented post operative note. The importance of this is well recognised by the General Medical Council stating that; good note keeping is an essential part of good medical practice (General Medical Council, 2001). So, also a well documented intra-operative proceedings and findings will help subsequent attending physician that is not a member of the intra-operative team to be able to anticipate in advance possible complications that may arise from the procedure and in early interpretation of patient symptoms and signs without need for unwarranted investigations that may further delay patients’ optimal care. Post operative morbidity and mortality resulting from poorly written post operative order forms a significant subset of all adverse event suffered by hospitalised patients.

(Australia Council for Safety and Quality in Health Care, Open Disclosure Project, 2001). Operation notes apart from serving as means of communication between the physicians, it also serve as learning notes or documents for surgical trainees and is the only medical and possible legal records of the operation and when not well documented it places the doctor at a disadvantage in medical litigation (General Medical Council, 2001, Campling et al., 1992, Mathew et al., 1992, Bastia BK 2006). This was further emphasized by Lefter et al concerning the right of patients to access their medical records in certain conditions (Lefter et al., 2008). The importance of quality post operative note and order has led many regulatory bodies such as Royal College of Surgeons Of England in a book published in 2008 titled Good Surgical Practice to contain a section on content of comprehensive operation notes, Figure 1 (RCSE 2008). So, also was the development of a post-operative Order Format Prepared by Victorian Surgical Consultative Council (VSCC) in 2008 to re evaluate this aspect of surgical notes. Despite the importance of operation notes, less attention is paid to it in surgical training. The aim of this auditing is to determine the quality of operation notes among surgeons in south western Nigeria teaching hospital as set out by RCSE (RCSE, 2008).
MATERIALS AND METHODS

This retrospective study was carried out at the Ladoke Akintola University of Technology Teaching Hospital (LTH) Ogbomoso. LTH Ogbomoso is a tertiary health care centre that renders primary, secondary and tertiary health care services. The hospital receives referrals from primary, secondary health care centres and neighbouring tertiary hospitals. The study retrospectively reviewed all the available general surgical operation notes done in Ladoke Akintola University of Technology Teaching Hospital Ogbomoso over a 2 year period by authors in the study centre and compared it against criteria as set in Royal College Of Surgeons Of England as highlighted in section 1.5 on record keeping in “Good Surgical Practice 2008” Figure 1 (RCSE, 2008). Other information recorded were status of the surgeon who wrote the operation notes and patients’ biodata. Each components of the guidelines were assigned a score of one point when present, zero when absent and no score when not applicable. The results were presented in form of tables, percentages and charts. Compliance are defined as good if fall between 90-100%, fair between 70-90% and poor if less than 70%. Test of significance was by chi square with p value of less than 0.05 as significant.

RESULTS

A total of 168 general surgical operation notes were reviewed. One hundred and eleven (66.07%) of the cases were performed by consultants however, but only 24 (14.28%) notes were written by them (p <0.001) as shown in Figure 2.

One hundred and thirteen (67.2%) cases were electives while, 55 (32.74%) cases were emergencies however, none of the writers documented this component. Compliance of greater than 90%, 70-90%, and less than 70% were achieved in 7 (43.75%), 4 (25%) and 5 (31.25%), components respectively (Figure 3). None of the notes achieved up to 90% overall compliance, with highest compliance of 87.5% achieved in 11 (6.54%) operation notes. Figure 4 is showing the frequency of the percentage compliance among notes written by consultants, Senior Registrars and Registrars. Most of the operation notes were not written by the lead surgeons. This finding is more prevalent among consultant cadres (Figure 5).
DISCUSSION

The primary purpose of medical records is to allow identification and ongoing care of the patients, for this to be fulfilled it must be legible, comprehensive and easily accessible when needed in order to allow prompt response to patients care and needs. Post operative notes serve this purpose for patients that underwent operative procedures. Our study revealed that, our operation notes enjoy good compliance in some areas such as; date, surgeon, procedure, incision, closure which enjoy compliance between 90 to 100%. The study showed a fair compliance in some other areas such as; assistant(s), finding(s) and tissue removed with poor compliance in; diagnosis, extra procedure, legibility. A zero compliance was noted in area of documentation of timing of the surgery, nature of the surgery; whether elective or emergency.

Of note is the compliance of 68.24% recorded on legibility, a similar Figure in a previous study (Ghosh, 2010). This is of importance, as illegible notes weaken doctors’ stand in medical litigations (Mathew et al., 2003 and Bastia, 2006), it is also is not far different from an unwritten note. When operation note is not properly read or mis-interpreted it may lead to error in patients’ care with subsequent adverse effect on patients. The deficits noted in the information documented in our study further confirm that the problem is rampant and consistent with other similar study when operation notes were compared with certain standards. (Chamisa and Zulu, 2007; Ogbemudia, 2011). No significant difference in the percent compliance achieved by the consultants and the registrar in our study, similar to report from a study done in southern Nigeria (Olatoregun et al., 2013).

The poor compliance in some areas of documentation in our study in reference to that of RCSE may be attributed to lack of knowledge about these guidelines and probably due lack of a standard post operative note proforma, as can be extrapolated from our results that, the areas of information documented which enjoy good compliance were the areas that are specified in our present operation notes proforma. Previous studies have shown that a proforma based aide-memoires for documenting operation notes improved the compliance of post operation notes in some speciality (Bateman, 1999 and RCSE 1994). There was also significant difference between the lead surgeon and the writer of the operation notes. Consultants led 66% of the procedures but wrote only about 14 % of the cases, as most of the procedures were written by the registrars. This is totally in contrary to best practice as the lead surgeon who performed the operation is expected to write the operation note (BOA 1999). Though in some cases the assisting registrars can be allowed to write the operation notes but this should be under the supervision of the consultant who led the procedure, this will further improve the acquisition of skill and knowledge of the trainee in writing proper post operative notes and steps involved in an operative procedures. Due to recent relative easier access to internet facility with increase patients’ awareness, patients are now more enlightened and rather more suspicious of quality of care received from health care providers with subsequent inclination towards medical litigations (Bastia, 2006; I Chamisa and Zulu 2007; Saunber, 1988) thus this call for conscious effort for proper documentation of medical records. Though various reasons such as lack of knowledge of the expected standard, tiredness after a long day surgery and so on have been adduced for poor post operative notes documentation. (Olatoregun et al., 2013). This however, is still not a justification for poor documentation as “good medical practice required good record keeping.”

Conclusion

Significant non-compliance was found with various components of a standard operation note. A better quality operation notes can be obtained through the use of a preformed operation notes proforma that include each component of data point set in the guidelines, this should be encouraged by all institutions.
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